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ABSTRACT
Decisions made in early design stage have significant impacts on building performances.
In early design stage, most of the parameters, which can greatly influence building
performance, are selected. With the promotion of design process, performance
optimization possibility is smaller and smaller, and cost of the same benefit is higher
and higher.
In order to aid making decisions in early design stage which characterized a small
amount of information and uncertainty of construction details, this paper introduces a
fast simulation-aided-design plug-in, integrated in Sketchup and developed for office
building.
This paper describes a novel simulation-aided-design process called “simulating while
drawing”, which can be implemented by the plug-in mentioned above: Users are guided
to model within a predefined modeling process. Then, quickly and easily, the selected
performance objective is calculated and evaluated according to some basic information.
Finally, results will help designers to modify design scheme in early design stage.
The plug-in is expected for the following functions: Building information summary
from Sketchup model; Solar access analysis (shadow proportion, sunshine hours and
surface radiation) through the self-developed program; Daylight factors and
illuminance simulation through combination of Radiance; Thermal-shape coefficient
calculation; Scheme optimization according to simulation results.
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INTRODUCTION
Researches show that, decisions made in early design stage have significant impacts on
building performances such as sunshine hours, daylighting performance, natural
ventilation, heating and cooling loads etc. In early design stage, most of the parameters
which can greatly influence building performance are selected. With the promotion of
design process, space of performance improvement is smaller and smaller, and cost of
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the same benefit is higher and higher.
In order to aid making decisions in early design stage which characterized a small
amount of information and uncertainty of construction details, this paper introduces a
fast simulation-aided-design plug-in, integrated in Sketchup and developed for office
building, the most typical commercial building type.
This paper describes a novel simulation-aided-design process called “simulating while
drawing”, which can be implemented by the plug-in mentioned above: Users are guided
to build the model within a predefined modeling process. Then, quickly and easily, the
selected performance objective is calculated and evaluated according to some basic
information such as building form, building envelope, space arrangement. Finally,
results will help designers to modify the design scheme in early design stage.
The plug-in is expected for the following functions: Building information summary
from Sketchup model; Solar access analysis (shadow proportion, sunshine hours and
surface radiation) through the self-developed program; Daylight factors and
illuminance simulation through combination of Radiance; Thermal-shape coefficient
(TSC for short) calculation; Scheme optimization according to simulation results.
Framework is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, the modeling procedure in Sketchup was
established, then different methods were proposed to perform all kinds of performance
analysis. Based on several cases, modeling procedure and performance analysis results
were shown in this paper. Accuracy of the self-developed solar analysis tool was
validated through comparison with Ecotect based on a simple case.

Figure 1. Framework
RESEARCH METHODS
In order to make the scheme optimization process more comply with the thinking mode
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and working style of architects, Sketchup was selected as the platform, in which
performance analysis methods and tools were integrated.
When beginning with the plug-in, users were required to build sketch model in the
Sketchup interface, then perform performance analysis including building information
summary, shadow analysis, daylighting analysis, TSC calculation.
Limited by the data structure required by different performance analysis tools, and
algorithm’s applicability, users had to finish modeling process under strict predefined
steps and rules, and couldn’t freely use functions of Sketchup itself to model. Therefore,
the modeling procedure was established in the beginning of this research.
After establishment of the modeling procedure, performance analysis methods and
tools were applied into the platform. Building information summary could allow users
a fast and visual overview of that whether the scheme met requirements of the
commitment.
Sunlight received by building envelope could greatly influence occupants’ comfort.
Solar analysis could be performed once the scheme and the surrounding building blocks
were shaped, so there were no requirements for construction details; and solar radiation
received by building envelope, which could greatly influence the energy consumption,
was an important input parameter when calculating energy consumption. Therefore,
solar analysis must be performed firstly once the scheme was determined.
Self-developed shadow map method was applied in this research. Shadow map is a realtime shadow analysis method. Different from the existed conventional approaches, for
example the geometrical intersection method, the advantage of shadow map method is
that it has a higher efficiency when facing with a large-scale scheme, and it can deal
with irregular objects because it doesn’t need intersection calculation; but the
disadvantage is that, discretization is necessary, so there will be some deviation when
calculating the shadow proportion. Research objective was to perform comparison and
selection among many design schemes according to performance analysis results once
building form took shape, and the optimization process put forward in this paper mainly
focuses on the early design stage, so the required accuracy of shadow analysis is not
high; on the other hand, “simulating while drawing” prefers a high computation speed.
Therefore, it is wise to select shadow map as the method of shadow analysis.
In the aspect of daylighting analysis, in order to perform indoor lighting analysis
quickly and accurately, some external simulation tools were going to be integrated into
the platform. Among various widely-used lighting analysis tools, Radiance, a static
lighting simulation software, with good compatibility and expansibility, high
computational accuracy and speed, was selected to perform daylight factor calculation,
and display grid results in the Sketchup model.
Inspired by the concept of shape coefficient, the concept of TSC was put forward
(Chunhai Xia 2008). With the introduction of the overall heat gain coefficient 𝐾 𝜀 ,
building envelope load 𝑄𝐵𝐸 (kWh/m2) can be expressed as:
𝑄𝐵𝐸 = 𝛽
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(1)

λ，the ratio of overall heat gain coefficient 𝐾 𝜀 and exterior wall’s heat transfer
coefficient 𝐾𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 , is a weight factor indicating heat gain through building envelope in
different orientations. So, TSC can be thought of as a special shape coefficient corrected
by λ. Shape coefficient only indicates the design scheme’s geometrical characteristics,
while TSC takes into account of influences of more factors including building form,
plan layout, window-to-wall ratio (WWR for short) and thermal parameters because λ
can indicate differences between building facades towards different orientations. TSC
can be directly used to calculate heat gain through building envelope in summer.
Therefore, in the process of scheme optimization in this paper, TSC method was used
to measure thermal performance, then perform selection and optimization among
design schemes. Generally, TSC is positive, namely, heat that goes into room is greater
than that goes out of room through building envelope in summer. Only in extreme cases,
TSC is negative, namely that, heat that goes into room is smaller than that goes out.
RESULTS
(1)Modeling procedure and building information summary
Table 1. Model procedure
Step1:Draw walls

Step2:Draw atriums

Step3:Glazing parameters

Step4:Draw windows

Step5:Set storey height

Step6:Set floor number

Step7:Set materials

Step8:Review construction View 1
details
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Table 2. Building information
Overall Information
Floor number
5
Storey height
3000 mm
Floor area
1722.318 m2
Orientation
South
Latitude
and 39.8N,116.47E
longitude
City
Beijing
Building
information

WWR (Serial number is in view1 in Table1)
1,5
0.332
2,4,10,12
0
3
0.427
6,8
0.299
7
0.36
9,11

0.488

Wall information

Window
information

(2) The solar tool and Ecotect were used to perform shadow analysis on the south
façade of the red block in Table3 at 10:00am and 3:00pm on Jan 23rd/July 23rd in Beijing.
Table 1. Shadow results
Ecotect

Solar analysis tool
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Jan 23rd 10:00am

Shadow proportion: 46.11%

Shadow proportion: 66.3%

Shadow proportion:23.14%

Shadow proportion: 30.47%

Shadow proportion:0

Shadow proportion: 3.3%

Shadow proportion:7.00%

Shadow proportion: 10.3%

rd

Jan 23 3:00pm

rd

July 23 10:00am

rd

July 23 3:00pm

(3) Radiance interface was called to calculate daylight factors of the case in section (1).
Average value was 3.47%.

Figure 2. Daylight factor distribution
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Table 4. One-key simulation procedure
Step1: Set latitude and Step2: Set grid height
longitude

Step5: Simulation result

Step3:
Call Step4: Daylight simulation
Radiance/Messg/Tsc interface results rendering
to perform simulation

(4) Thermal performance analysis of building envelope
The self-developed solar analysis tool was able to calculate shadow proportion of
building surface, but couldn’t calculate radiation heat gain received by building surface,
so it couldn’t deal with schemes with self-occlusion. The following cases were
calculated manually.
4 cases with almost the same building area were designed in this research. Case 1 was
the reference design scheme. Heat transfer coefficient of exterior wall was 0.6
W/(m2·K), heat transfer coefficient of roof was 0.55 W/(m2·K). WWR of north façade
was 0.3, heat transfer coefficient of window was 3.5 W/(m2·K), SHGC was 0.7; WWR
of building facades towards other orientations was 0.7, heat transfer coefficient was 2.0
W/(m2·K), SHGC was 0.5.
Table 5. Cases for TSC calculation
Case 1
Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Table 6. TSC values
Case 1

Case 2
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Case 3

Case 4

Building area (m2)
14700
-1
TSC (m )
8.42
-1
Shape coefficient (m ) 0.141

14796
10.79
0.174

14688
12.89
0.208

14688
9.57
0.158

DISCUSSION
(1) Workflow: The plug-in’s workflow, concise and normative, is able to more comply
with architects’ thinking mode and working style, easy to be combined with various
performance analysis tools.
(2) Solar analysis tool: Verification of accuracy shows that, shadow proportion
calculated by solar tool is higher than by Ecotect, and the relative deviation in winter is
higher than that in summer. The solar tool isn’t able to calculate solar radiation heat
gain and sunshine hours received by building surface. If the tool’s functions can be
expanded and accuracy be improved, the TSC value and energy consumption can be
calculated based on the radiation heat gain calculated by the solar tool, furthermore,
shading forms can be optimized to improve diversity of design solutions.
(3) Daylighting analysis: Radiance interface was called to calculate interior daylight
factor successfully.
(4) TSC calculation: In this research, TSC was introduced into the simulation-aideddesign process. Schemes were compared and selected through comparing TSC values,
furthermore, the TSC values could be used to optimize parameters of building envelope.
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Taking architects’ thinking mode and working style into consideration, with the
objective of improving building performance, in light of uncertainty of construction
details in early design stage, a fast simulation-aided-design plug-in integrated into
Sketchup for office building was developed in this research. Aiming at the research
objective, modeling procedure was established, the solar analysis tool which was able
to calculate shadow proportion of building surface was developed, Radiance interface
was successfully called to perform daylighting simulation, and probability of TSC
calculation method was verified in this research. Further work includes, optimize
modeling procedure, finish development and calling of all the performance analysis
tools, strengthen the correlation between various performance analysis method and
tools, improve the computation speed, accuracy and improve the plug-in’s robustness.
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